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This note is concerned with an extension of the Geba-Granas 
theory for compact fields in a Banach space [2]. It is related 
to the degree theory on Banach manifolds formulated by Smale and 
Elworthy-Tromba in much the same vvay as the Geba-Granas theory 
is related to the· Leray-Schander degree ~ cf. [ 1] ~ [ 3] and [4]. 
Given an arbitrary Banach space E and a paracompact Hausdorff 
space X we consider equivalence classes of proper "singularity 
free" maps X .... E , equivalent maps being compact perturbations 
of each other. If X is a manifold certain of these classes 
admits a degree function. 
1. Extension of the Geba- Grana~th~orx. Let E be a Banach 
space and fE. 1 a directed filtration of E by finite dimen-
c l 
sional linear subspaces, such that any finite dimensional sub-
space of E is contained in some :c i • Let X be a paracompact 
Hausdorff space and ~: X .... E a proper continuous map. Finally 
let W c E be a closed subset contained in a finite dimensional 
subspace of E • (In the proofs we may assume without loss of 
generality that W is contained in all :c. ) l • A compact pertur-
bation of ~: X .... E which maps into E -W will be called a 
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cp-ma12_ 9 and a compact perturbation of cp o pr 0 X X I 
-
E which 
' 
maps into E-W a ~0-homC?tor:w If h~ ~r A X I _, E is a 
cp-homotopy we write h ::::: ·~p + H instead of h ::::: r:p o pr + H . At 
this stage we do not assume cp itself to be a cp-map 9 i.e. cp 
does not necessarily map into E- VT . 
Remark. A map f~ X _, E is a compact perturbation of cp 
if it can be written c:p + K for some com1Jact map K~ X .... E . 
A map K~ v ..... E is comDact if im K has compact closure in E .Ll.. . 
__.. 
Given a map f~ X _, E v-re can form the closed subsets 
Yv ::::: Yv (f) c vl of elements w c rr such that dist (w 9 im f) < t t t '- 9 
..L running through the non-negative real numbers. We say that u 
f is vTJ- bounded if w t is bounded in E for all t > 0 0 This 
definition is introduced because it simultanously covers the two 
cases we are interested in~ f bounded or W bounded. For 
reference we write down the following easy observation 
Lemma 1.1 Let cp~ X _, E be a continuous map and 
f: X - E a compact perturbation of Q • If cp is proper, 
respectively W-bounded 9 so is f • 
Proof. 
~--
Let K be the compact map f- cp and let 0 ::::: im K. 
Take a compact subset 0' c E . Then the vector space difference 
0'- 0 is compact and so cp- 1 (0'-0) is compact 9 :'-P being proper. 
Since f- 1ov c cp- 1 (0'-0) f- 1ov is also compact and so f is 
proper. If f was not V!-bounded 9 we should have a sequence of 
some t > 0 
in V! with l~w II > n and a sequence 
" nl 
However, if c is the bound of K 9 this would 
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the Vi-boundedness of (P • 
Subsequently ~ and W will be fixed having the properties 
already stated. ~~; is moreover supposed to be W-bounded. The 
next lemma js important, compare C J • 
Lemma 1.2 Let h: X x I ~ E be a ~-homotopy. Then 
h is bounded away from , i.e. dist (W im h) > 0 . 
Proof. If dist (W,im h) = 0 there exists sequences 
such that l!h(x t ) - w :· c~ 1/n 
·' n' n n·· -
But ~ is 
YT- bounded and therefore so is ~ o pr • By lemma 1 h is then 
W-bounded. Therefore {wn} sits in a bounded hence compact 
part of W and so may be assumed to converge to a point w E W . 
Thus [h(x ,t )l converges to w • By lemma 1 h is proper, 
n n 
being a ~-homotopy, and so {(xn,tn)} may be assumed to converge 
to a point (x,t) EX x I • By continuity we should have 
h(x, t) = w contrary to the restriction im h c X- W on h • 
Corollary 1.3 Let f: X ~ E be a ~-map. Then f is 
bounded away from W . 
Corollary 1.4 Let f: X ~ E be a ~-map. Then f is 
~-homotopic to map f 1 = ,:p + K 1 with K 1 finite dimensional, 
and two such maps f' are cp-homotopic by a homotopy h' = ~ + H' 
Proof. Let f = ~ + K 9 K compact. By corollary1.3 there 
is e > 0 such that dist (W,im f) > e • Let K' : X ~ E be a 
compact finite dimensional map which IS-approximates K ( cf. Lf ) • 
Then f' = ~ + K' is a proper map which e-approximates f = ~ +K, 
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hence f' maps into X-W and is a e.p-map . The same is true 
for (1-t)f + tf' 0 < t ·- 1 . Hence f is cp-homotopic to 
-
f' . Suppose f' ~ f 1 are cp-maps of this type. There is an 0 
ordj_nary cp-homotopy h = qJ +H from f1 0 to f' 1 . Again let 
E: > 0 be such that dist (W 9im h) > E: and let r-rn be a compact 
finite dimensional e-approximation to H . Then h" = cp + H" 
is an e-approximation to h and so h 11 maps into X- W and 
is a e.p-homotopy from fll 
0 
to Finally let E. be a 
J 
finite dimensional subspace of E so big that f~- cp 9 f1- cp 
and h 11 - cp all map into E. • 
J 
Then the composite of the homo-
topies (1-t)f' + tf" 0 0 h" 9 and is a cp-homotopy 
from f' 
0 
to with H ' (X x I ) c E . • 
J 
Next we introduce a suspension operation in the sets of 
finite dimensional cp-homotopy classes. For each index j 
write Xj = ,::p- 1Ej and let cpj ~ Xj _, Ej be the map defined by 
~o . vie assume W c E. for all j • Then cp. is proper and 
J J 
H-bounded. First we note the following lemma, compare [2] 9 
theorems (2.1) 9 (2.2) ~ 
I, emma 1 • 5 Let f: X. _, ··c-~ be a r:o • -map Then there D • . 
J J 'J 
an extension of f to a ;o-ma1J ft = e.p +K' with im K' c E. J 
Let f f 1 : X. _. E. be cp.-homotopic cp.-maps with 0 9 J J J J 
cp-extensions f' f I • E ..... X which differs from cp by compact 0 9 1 • 
maps into E .. Let h~ X. xi_, E. be a cp.-homotopy from 
J 
h' = cp+H' 
J J J 
Then there is an extension of h to a cp-homotopy 
from f' 
0 
to with im H' c Ej • 
is 
Proof. Let f=cp.+K9 
J 
compact (i.e. bounded). 
Let be a compact extension of K (Tietze's 
theorem) and define f' = cp+K' . Then f' actually maps into 
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E- W • In fact f 9 (x) E W c E. 
J 
implies cp(x) E E. 
J 
so that 
X E X. and f 9 (X) = f (X) E lD . - W , a contradiction. It follows 
J J 
that f 9 is a c.p-extension of f 0 
_, E. 
J 
compact, and let 
with im K; c E j im K1 c :C j . 
Again, let 
f 7 =rn+K 9 
0 't' 0 ' 
J::;xtend H to 
h=r:p.+H, 
J 
f 1 = Q + K1 
(Xxo) u (Xj xi) u (Xx 1) 
some compact map H'~ X xI 
by means of T{ I ~ 0 9 1(9 1 and further to 
_, E. c n by Tietze's theorem. Tie-b 
J 
fine h 1 = ::) + H 9 • Then as above hi maps into E-W and so 
is a c.p-map . 
Let r·x E- Wl denote the set of cp-homotopy classes of 
- ' - Q 
cp-maps and [X. ,E. - W .l ..0 the correspondin;:;r set of J J J " j .._, cp .-homotopy J 
classes of r:p.-maps with singularity set W. = W n 
J J 
E. • (Then 
J 
cp. is W.-bounded). Since ultimately \'1. = W , we may apply 
J J J 
lemma 5 and conclude that for nlarge 11 indices there is a canoni-
cal malJ 
S. ~ [X.,E.-W.] _, [X,E-YT~cp 
l l l l w. 
'l 
If j > i by choosing X= X. 
J 
B =E. 
J 
and cp = cp. , we get 
J 
a canonical map 
s .. r \7 ., -> ry " 'T ., :..Xi' Ei - , i-' i J... • 9 .!.:.1 • - ~' • ,I Jl - J J J cp. 
J 
Also by lemma 5 follows that if k > j > i 9 then sk .s .. 
- J Jl 
and s.s .. = s .. 
J Jl l 
Therefore the family r 'X "" l S 1 \.' '9.u._, 9 ••. 
. l l cpi J l. 
a direct system, and the family of maps 
s. 
l 
:x. ,E. -W.] _, [X,E -YvJ"" defines uniq_uely a map 
. l l l cp. '~ 
l 
s lim f" X. E. - ~7. 1 _, 
_, - l ' l l .J to . 
'l 
iX E- W] 
- 9 cp 
= sl . {l 
form 
whose restrj_ction to any rx. E. -Vl.] is S i sufficientlv 
- l 9 l l G). i 9 " 
'l 
large. The maps S .. will be called suspensions. Observe now 
Jl 
that by corollary 5 the limit map S is a bijection. Thus we 
have 
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Theorem 1.6 The set r v Ti' \I!T J 
•- ~1.. 9 n- ' Cl) 
-. 
of ~-homotopy classes 
of ~-maps is canonically isomorphic to the stable ~-homotopy 
S e t l . ' X E IT l liD . ~ . - ;, . j • 
~ - l l l ~i 
This generalizes the main result in [2L theorems 2~3~ 
which treats the case where X is a closed bounded subset of E 
and ~ is the inclusion map. 
If ~ is bounded~ then the filtering spaces -1 X. = ~ E. 
l l 
are compact. In this case an_x continuous map X. ~ E. 
-
w. c E. 
l l l l 
is a co. -map and any continuous homotopy X. X I _, E. - w. c E. 
'l l l l l 
is a cpi-homotopy: 
Corollary 1.7 If ~ is bounded~ the set 'x T;' ~~rl 
'- ~ b - j -· of ~ 
c:J-homotopy classes of ~-maps is canonically isomorphic to the 
stable homotopy set lim 
~ 
Corollary 1 . 8_ Let c.p be bounded and let Yl = { o} • Then 
theset =x.E-o] 
' '.P 
cohomotopy group 
is canonically isomorphic to the stable 
d. 
limn l(X.) 9 d. =dim E. - 1 . 
_, l l l 
}temark. These notions are easily relativized. Thus~ let 
A be a closed subset of X and ·:r: X _, :C a proper map vrhich 
is VI-bounded on A . Consider the ·::-maps (X~A) -+ (E~E- W) 
compact perturbations of (Thus A and •lr 'A: _, E plays 
the role of X and q above.) There is a restriction map 
which is bijective since :C is an absolute retract for paracom-
pact spaces. Therefore we get directly relativized versions of 
theorem 6 and corollaries 7 and 8. 
I 
' 
' 
! 
J 
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We recall some of the basic 
definitions and properties comLected with the degree of a Fredho~1 
map. The reader is refered to ~1] for a more complete discussion. 
Let L(E) be the Banach algebra of bounded linear operators on 
E and GL(E) the multiplicative subgroup of invertible elements. 
Let c(E) be the completely continuous operators and L (E) 
c 
and GLc(E) the subsets of L(E) and GL(E) 9 respectively 9 of 
operators of the form I + T T E c(E) • Then GL (E) 
c 
is a 
subgroup of GL(E) . It is known that GLc(E) has two compo-
nents9 cf. [1]. We denote the component containing the identity 
SLc(E) and the other SL~(E) • Given a Banach manifold l\1 a 
c-structure on M is an admissible atlas maximal with 
respect to the property~ For any i 9 j the differtial d ( cp . cp .-1) J l 
at any point lies in GLc(:C) , The a-structure is orientable 
if it admits a subatlas for whj_ch the differentials actually 
An orientation is a subatlas maximal with 
respect to this property. Observe that any finite dimensional 
manifold has a unique c-structure and that orientability in this 
case has its usual meaning. A smooth map f: M .... N between 
c-manifolds (i.e. manifolds with given a-structures) modelled 
on E is a c-map if for any local representative -1 of ilr .fro. 
'J 'l 
f the differential d ( \1i jfcpi) at any point is in Lc(E) . This 
implies that f is Fredholm of index 0 9 i.e. the differential 
df is anywhere a linear Fredholm transformation with kernel and 
cokernel of the same dimension. Suppose f is a proper c-map 
between oriented manifolds M9 N vvith N connected. Then the 
griented degree of f is defined; By the Smale-Sard theorem f 
has a regular value y in N . Then f- 1 {y} c M consists of 
a finite number of points. Count these with their proper signs; 
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this gives the degree~ 
deg f = 
The sign (of f) at x E f- 1{y} is determined as follows: Take 
any local representative ''r fCD - 1 
'j : i 
d(~jf(pi- 1 ) at q.Ji(x) is then in 
point. :Define to be 1 
x . The derivative 
GL (E) 
c 
since x is a regular 
if d( 111 .fCD.-1) 
'J 'l is in SL (E) c 
and -1 otherwise. (The value does not depend on the choice of 
local representative.) This definition of degree obviously ex-
tends the finite dimensional one 9 cf. [4]. 
Suppose now that N = U an open subset of E 9 with its 
canonical c-structure and that f: 1:1 _, U is just Fredholm of 
index 0 • Then 9 by a res1.1l t of :Clworthy and rrromba [ 1 J ~ there 
is a uniQue admissible c-structure cf = fco .• U.1 
- 'l' l. on M making 
f a c-map. We will say that f is orientable if cf is ori-
entable. Then 9 if f is proper 9 the degree of f is defined 9 
and it can be shown that up to sign it is a proper Fredholm homo-
topy invariant. 
Returning to the end of section 1 we now assume that 
(X 9 A) is a smooth relative manifold modelled on E (i.e. A is 
a closed subset of X and X- A is a smooth manifold modelled 
on E ) and that W consists of the origin o only. We also 
assume that 1Jr maps A into E - o . Then ~~~ is itself a 
111-map in fact the collection of ~-maps is an equivalence 
class with respect to the relation "compact perturbation of" in 
the set of all proper maps X .... E sending A into E - o . The 
relation of ~-homotopy further stratifies this equivalence class; 
more precicely 9 the relation of 11 compactly homotopic to" is a 
still finer equivalence relation in the set of proper maps. 
We aim to define a "compact homotopy 1' invariant degree on some 
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of the perturbation classes 9 namely those which admit a smooth 
Fredholm representative of index 0 . Thus 9 assume henceforth 
that ~~ is smooth and Fredholm of index 0 on X- A • 
Lemma 2,1 Let (X 9 A) be a relative manifold modelled 
on a Banach space E and 1!1: (X 9 A) _, (E 9 E-o) a a-proper map 
which is Fredholm on X- A • Let fE 1 be a finite collection l i J 
of finite dimensional subspaces of E . Then there are points 
p E E arbitrarily near the origin such that \1! + p is transverse 
regular to all E. 
l 
on I - 1 "'T ~J V\ 9 w any small neighbouhood of the 
origin in E • 
Pr:>Of. For each i let E! 
l 
be a complement of E. 
l 
E such that we have split short exacts sequences of Banach 
spaces 
0 .... E. 
l 
..... E 
pr. 
l 
_, E! 
l 
and canonical isomorphisms E. X E! ;' E • 
l l 
..... 0 
Let W. 
l 
and W! 
l 
in 
be 
open neighbourhoods of the origin in E. 
l 
and E! , respectively, 
l 
such that w. X W! 
l l 
-1 
1!r W. X W! 
l l 
Then for any i the composite 
·lr lJr i 
_ _, 'vi . X W ! _, Yv ! 
l l l 
is a a-proper Fredholm map, being compoed of such maps, and so 
its regular value set V! 
l 
follows that the regular 
-1 ,,, w. X W! 
l l 
being V! I J (E!-W!) is 
l - l l 
sets pr .- 1 ( V! U ( E ! - W! ) ) 
l l l l 
tersection v is dence. 
is residual in W! 
l 
cf. L: 1]. It 
value set of the composite 
''f pri ~ E _, E! 
l 
residual in E! . 
l 
It follows that the 
are residual in E 
' 
hence their in-
If q E v 
' 
then pr. ( q) 
l 
is a regular 
value of 
value of 
late 
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Pr . o ,,, ! +- 1 W . x W ! 1 ' J,. 1 
( ) ' -1 pr. o ~h-q l ''' W. 1 1 
and so the origin is a regular 
xW! for any i • Thus the trans-
1 
is transverse regular to all E. 
1 
on 
Remark. Since ,,, is proper, ·~A is closed and therefore 
bounded away from 0 . Hence for p sufficiently close to the 
origin, 
"' 
= p •lr + p also maps A away from 0 and so does 
'~tp = "'+ tp for 0 < t < 1 . It follows that for small p 
* is homotopic to 1!1 + p (X,A) _, (E 7E-o) by a smooth compact 
one-dimensional homotopy (X,A) xI _, (E,E-o) 
Assume from now on that the map 1lf: (X 7 A) _, (E,E-o) is 
proper and oriented (i.e. $ ~ X _, E is proper and •!r I X- A ori-
ented). Then the degree of ~ with respect to the origin is 
well defined : Let U be the (open) connected component of 
-1 E -~:A containing the origin o , and let V = ·~ U . Then V 
is an open subset of X contained in X- A , and ''': V _, U is 
proper oriented Fredholm map of index 0 . Hence its degree is 
defined. By definition this is the degree of * with respect 
to o ~ denoted deg ( ~!.r, A, o) . It is invariant under smooth 
compact homotopies (X,A) xi _, (E,E-o) . Observe that if 
B c E is a small open ball around the origin (an open neighbour-
hood in E- '!:A would suffice) and -1 A' = X - 1\r B , then 
deg (•\r,A,o) = deg (·1;,A',o) . Thus for degree purposes we may 
suppose that X-A= w- 1B, which makes *:X-A _, B proper 
and A = -1 1!r •'rA • In the sequal we make repeatedly use of this. 
One can show that if 1v is transverse regular (on X- A) 
to a finite dimensional subspace En< E , then (w- 1w,~~r- 1EnnA) 
is orientable, and that a specific orientation of cf induces 
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a specific orientation of ~ cf. for instance 
Write for and 
~!rn: (Xn~An) -. (En 9 En-o) for the map induced by 1lr • Let y E En 
be a regular value for ·!;n close to the origin. Then y is a 
regula~~ value for '" and ·!r- 1 [y} = (~n)- 1 [y1 . Since (Xn,An) 
inherits its orientation from (X,A) 
all x E 1:,- 1 [y1 . Thus deg (~,A,o) 
n ~ sgn d$x = sgn d*x for 
= deg (,,In ,An ,o) However, 
deg ( •1,n An ) 
'·· ' '0 can be computed by well known homological methods: 
If B c E is ball with -1 = X- A let E Hn(En En-B) an open tlr B 
' 
y c 9 
be a generator (Oech cohomology vri th compact supports, coeffi-
of the composite homomorphism 
= 
In particular we can choose yn such that the homological degree 
comes out with the right sign. If :Cm c :.Cn are finite dimen-
sional sub spaces of E to which 1!1 is transverse regular, we 
get a diagram 
n* 
'" 
.'i\ 
l 
~ 
= 
"' 
= 
H (Xn-An) 
0 
111 
I 
H (Xm-Am) 
0 
8 
.... ::% 
li 
:, 
8 2Z .... 
where H~(Em,Em-B) n( n n ) __. He E ,E -B is the suspension or the Thom 
isomorphism of the normal bundle of Em in En sending m y 
to n and H~(Xm,Am) Hn(xn An) is the induced Thom map . y .... 
' 
c ~ ~ 
The latter as well as the duality isomorphisms are best inter-
preted by using the excisions Hg(xi~Ai) ~ Hg(xi-Ai) . 
Let g: (X,A) .... (E,E-o) be a compact finite dimensional 
(but not necessarily smooth) perturbation of 1v , say g = •lr +K'. 
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Let Em c E be any finite dimensional subspace of E containfug 
the image of K 1 • Translate 1.!5 slightly tcu make it transverse 
regular to Em . This gives us a translate g = -~ +KI p 'P and 
a homotopy gtp = ,!r tp + K 1 ( cf. remark 
im K' c En ~ we have (gp- 1Em~A n g; 1Em) 
to lemma 2.1). Since 
( -1 m -1 m) = ~~ E ,Ari,lr E • 
. p ~ p 
With an extention of our earlier notation we write this pair 
( ,;m Am) th t h th h so a we ave e ma·1)s p~ p 
D 
Lemma 2.2 im K1 and 
are small tranruations transverse regular to En respecti-
vely~ then 
m* m 
eDgp (y ) = n·)~ n eDgCJ. (y ) 
Proof. First assume There is a compact finite 
dimensional homotopy from to 
which is a Fredholm map of index 1 • Let I ~ I be a smooth 
map~ strictly positive on ( 0 ~ 1 ) 9 and such that it and all its 
derivatives tend to 0 at the boundary [ 0' 1 } . Set 
X X I 
pr 
I I Then Gl 1 is Fredholm of index 1 E: ~ -'J -+ = ~~G on E: 
X>< (0~ 1) • By Lemma 2.1 there is a point r E E close to the 
origin such that 
(X-A) x (0,1) 
lar to on 
is transverse regular to m E on 
It follows that G + e • r is transverse regu-
(X-A) xI and homotopic to G by the smooth 
compact finite dimensional homotopy G + T•E:•r ~ 0 < T < 1 . 
Pulling back 
( ym+ 1 ' em+ 1 ) and a commutative diagram 
gives a relative manifold 
- 1 3 --
The claim now follows from the diagram. 
I 
v 
Suppose next that En I Em . In that case we may as well 
If is not transverse regular also to 
Em 9 replase q with an element ·also denoted q for which this 
is true. According to the first part of the proof this does not 
change the value of n* n e:Dgq ( y ) • The conclusion now follows. 
This completes the proof of lemma 2.2. 
We can now define the degree of g with respect to the 
origin by 
= 
( m m ) deg g ,A 9 0 p p 
By lemma 2.2 the degree is well defined. It is easy to see 
that this does not depend on the particular choise of smooth 
representative ilr in the perturbation class. The degree function 
so defined is an extension of the ordinary one for cmooth Fredho~n 
maps of index 0 and of the Leray-Schauder degree (of not neces-
satily smooth maps), and satisfies conditions analogous to tho 
Leray-Schauder degree, cf. ~4] p. 86. 
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